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Student 1 Task 1 
Am I Healthy 
Task Planning Form – encanta a conjugated verb and must be ignored (as it happens, it is not 
used) 

Content 
• Relevance - Fully relevant. 
• Information conveyed – A lot of information is conveyed in paragraphs 1-3, but not often 

developed to explain why the things mentioned are good/bad for the health. There are 
better developments in the final paragraph but sometimes at the expense of clarity. 

• Opinions expressed/developed/explained – A good number of opinions are expressed with 
creo que…; es (+ adjective) and me gusta - these are sometimes developed but not often 
explained. Two are explained: why she believes she has a healthy lifestyle and why fruit is 
healthier than chocolate (just). 

• Clarity of expression – The first three paragraphs are entirely clear. There is some loss of 
clarity in the final paragraph due to missing words, repetition of voy tengo to render voy a 
tomar and gordo used for grasa (?). 

• Organisation – Generally well organised. 
Not quite enough evidence to reach the Good band.  
9 marks 
 
Range of Language 
We first consult the equivalent band, 5-6. 

• Variety of vocabulary – Some variety (5-6) but does not reach a good variety (7-8) and 
there is some repetition of food/drink and activities. 

• Variety of structure – Again, some variety – good use of adverbs and one example of para 
+ infinitive – but not a good variety. 

• Use of complex/longer sentences – There are plenty of examples of longer sentences using 
appropriate linking words, but successful use of complex sentences is rare. 

• Use of tenses – Almost all present tense; one sentence in the preterite; immediate future 
not well handled; one example of a conditional.  

Fulfils the 5-6 band well. 
6 marks 
 
Accuracy 
The first two paragraphs are generally accurate, though there are some minor errors. Further 
errors creep in in paragraph 3 and major errors are not confined to more complex sentences in the 
final paragraph: missing adjectives / missing verb / deber left in the infinitive. The present tense is 
secure; there are accurate preterites; the immediate future, though frequently used is never fully 
accurate. 4 marks was briefly considered, but the accurate mark is 3. 
3 marks 
 
 

Marks awarded for this task: 

Content 9 

Range of language 6 

Accuracy 3 

Total 18 
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Student 1 Task 2 
My Holidays 
Task Planning Form – nothing to affect assessment 

Content 

• Relevance – Fully relevant 
• Information conveyed – There is a lot of information here that is sometimes developed but 

not frequently enough to reach top band. (Opportunities for developments are missed: 
What was there for young people? Why was one day fun? Why weren’t the rest? Does she 
prefer visiting the USA with family or friends? Why would she like to visit Germany?) 

• Opinions expressed/developed/explained – Frequently expressed and often developed, 
sometimes explained, but not ‘in some detail’ (top band). 

• Clarity of expression – Almost all clear – just an occasional wrong tense that does not fit in 
with the chosen format of paragraph 1 – past / paragraph 2 - present / paragraph 3 – future. 

• Organisation – Well organised. 
This neatly fits a ‘Good’ response and 11 marks are awarded. 
 
Range of Language 
We first consult the equivalent band, 7-8 

• Variety of vocabulary – There is some variety but a piece describing a holiday in three time 
frames leads to some repetition (more 5-6 than 7-8) 

• Variety of structure – Again, some, rather than a good variety, though the student does 
communicate with some degree of precision and a variety of tenses (preterite, imperfect, 
present, immediate future, conditional) is employed pretty successfully (more 7-8 than 5-6) 

• Use of complex/longer sentences – Certainly fulfils 5-6 in terms of longer sentences. 
Complex sentences are not common, but a few subordinate clauses are used successfully. 

• Use of tenses – Dealt with under variety of structure – ‘No requirement to use more than 
one tense, but, when used, a range of tenses can be considered under variety of 
structures’. (Notes for Examiners) 

Just enough evidence to merit 7 marks. 
 
Accuracy 
Errors occur but rarely impede communication and the piece is generally accurate. Verbs and 
tenses are usually correct.  
4 marks 
 

Marks awarded for this task: 

Content 11 

Range of language 7 

Accuracy 4 

Total 22 

 
Total for both tasks: 40 marks 
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Student 2 Task 1 
My Holidays 
Task Planning Form – not submitted 

Content 

• Relevance – Fully relevant to the title of My Holidays 
• Information conveyed – A highly detailed response with all of the information well 

developed.   
• Opinions expressed/developed/explained – There are a good many opinions expressed 

and they are almost always explained in some detail. 
• Clarity of expression – All information is conveyed clearly. 
• Organisation – A very well organised structure that leads from usual holidays, to regular 

holidays in the past, to a favourite past holiday, to next year’s holiday, to an ideal holiday 
and concluding with a consideration of the value of holidays in general. 

When a response comfortably fulfils or, as in this case, goes beyond the criteria, the top mark of 15 
is awarded. 
 
Range of Language 
We first consult the equivalent band, 9-10. 

• Variety of vocabulary – There is a wide variety with repetition generally avoided, despite 
various types of holiday being discussed. More sophisticated vocabulary includes: pareció 
sensacional, nuestros padres nos advertían…, la temperatura alcanzó 90⁰, conseguir unos 
trabajos. 

• Variety of structure – A wide variety used successfully: frequent adverbs, soler + infin., 
pronoun objects; passive; valer la pena, dar a. A very wide range of tenses employed. 

• Use of complex/longer sentences – Regular use of complex sentences to produce a fluent 
piece of coherent language. 

• Use of tenses – Confident usage of a range of tenses: present (including subjunctive), 
imperfect, preterite, future, perfect, immediate future, conditional. 

Safely fulfils the top band: 10 marks 
 
Accuracy 
There are no major errors and few minor ones. Verbs and tenses are secure.  
5 marks 
 
 

Marks awarded for this task: 

Content 15 

Range of language 10 

Accuracy 5 

Total 30 
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Student 2 Task 2 
Am I fit and healthy? 
Task Planning Form – not submitted 

Content 

• Relevance – Fully relevant to the title. 
• Information conveyed – A fully detailed response in which ideas are expressed and almost 

all are well developed. 
• Opinions expressed/developed/explained – These are clearly expressed and regularly 

explained. Each paragraph tends to begin with an opinion which is then explained, always 
in some detail, sometimes with full detail. 

• Clarity of expression – All information is conveyed clearly.  
• Organisation – A very well organised structure. 

Another piece that comfortably fulfils the criteria and generally goes beyond them. 
15 marks 
 
Range of Language 
We first consult the equivalent band, 9-10. 

• Variety of vocabulary – A wide variety with no repetition. Sophisticated vocabulary includes: 
un montón de, aún más, metabolismo, uñas, la piel manchada, convertirse en, trastorno, 
padecer, contratar. 

• Variety of structure – Again, a wide variety used successfully: tratar de + infin., gerund, 
soler + infin., object pronouns, lo + adjective, para + infin. 

• Use of complex/longer sentences – Complex sentences used frequently and successfully, 
e.g. the last sentence. The piece is fluent and coherent. 

• Use of tenses – Mainly present tense, but examples of the imperfect, perfect, immediate 
future, conditional and imperfect subjunctive. Tenses are not forced; they flow naturally in 
order to convey information clearly. 

Plenty of evidence to support full marks. 
10 marks 
 
Accuracy 
Highly accurate, even in more complex sentences. There is a slight tense confusion in paragraph 2 
and the wrong person of deber is used in relation to models but verbs and tenses are secure and 
other errors are minor.  
5 marks  
 
 

Marks awarded for this task: 

Content 15 

Range of language 10 

Accuracy 5 

Total 30 

 
Total for both tasks: 60 marks 
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Student 3 Task 1 
Holidays 
Task Planning Form – Aumentan a conjugated verb but appears as aumentando 

Content 

• Relevance – Fully relevant 
• Information conveyed – A lot conveyed, detailed a consideration; most ideas are developed 
• Opinions expressed/developed/explained – A number expressed, with some explained in 

some detail, others not 
• Clarity of expression – An occasional loss of clarity (e.g. paragraph 2 and 3), therefore not 

a ‘sound’ ability to convey information clearly (top band) 
• Organisation – Well organised 

A Good response – top band considered so 12 marks 
 
Range of Language 

• Variety of vocabulary – Wide variety in the first section (9-10) but generally a good variety 
after the second paragraph (7-8) 

• Variety of structure – A good variety (antes de + inf.; lo peor es que; así que; a pesar de) 
rather than a wide variety 

• Use of complex/longer sentences – Some examples of complex sentences used 
successfully, but does not quite reach ‘a fluent piece of coherent language’ 

• Use of tenses – Present; preterite; imperfect; conditional 
8 Marks 
 
Accuracy 
Accuracy – Generally accurate – errors occur but do not generally impede communication; an odd 
slip with verbs (el personal eran; apresurarme; no voy ir) but usually correct 
4 Marks 
 
 

Marks awarded for this task: 

Content 12 

Range of language 8 

Accuracy 4 

Total 24 
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Student 3 Task 2 
My Life as a Teenager 
Task Planning Form – nothing to affect assessment 

Content 

• Relevance – Fully relevant (it deals with all aspects suggested in the AQA exemplar task) 
• Information conveyed – Certainly a lot – detailed a consideration 
• Opinions expressed/developed/explained – Often expressed, always developed, 

sometimes explained in some detail 
• Clarity of expression – Just a couple of occasions when clarity is lost (confusion of 

haber/tener in paras 2&3) but clear enough to just reach top band 
• Organisation – Well organised 

13 Marks 
 
Range of Language 

• Variety of vocabulary – a good variety certainly, possibly wide but some anglicised (fuimos 
dentro; revisar; son muy detrás) 

• Variety of structure – a good variety, wide considered 
• Use of complex/longer sentences – Complex sentences are used but these are mostly 

successful, as opposed to ‘handled with confidence’ 
• Use of tenses – A good range used successfully 

8 Marks 
 
Accuracy 
Generally, rather than largely accurate 
4 Marks 
 

Marks awarded for this task: 

Content 13 

Range of language 8 

Accuracy 4 

Total 25 

 
 
Total for both tasks: 49 marks 
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